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Chapter 4
Latin ameriCan Dis/ConneCtions
Peru versus the New Latin American Cinema
The sketched reflections that follow should be taken as provisional and partial. They do not indicate concluding judgments, but rather brief evaluations
of trends in Latin American cinema that might be called “advanced” or “vanguard,” in their aesthetic or political sense. As such, we take into consideration our admittedly fragmented knowledge of this continent’s cinema and
risk making some generalizations that tomorrow — or even today — might
appear arbitrary or careless. But the opportunity of having seen a more or
less representative portion of our continent’s cinema and the knowledge of
some preceding works stimulates us to write these lines, the statement of
which we consider inevitable for a Latin American film journal.
— IsAAC LeóN, foLLowINg the 1969 VIñA deL MAr fILM festIVAL, IN
HABLEMOS DE CINE (NoVeMber 1969–februAry 1970)

Filmmaking in the late 1960s and the early 1970s from several regions throughout
the world often reflected and embraced a politically motivated activism. Referred
to by many Eurocentric critics as “new cinema,” these films reacted to productions,
strategies, themes, and aesthetic considerations that were regarded by some as
“dominant” or hegemonic within most Hollywood and European commercial
films. This activism was especially prominent in Latin America, where the troubling political and social realities at local levels were exposed in films such as Deus
e diablo na terra do sol (Black God and White Devil, Rocha, Brazil, 1964), La
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hora de los hornos (The Hour of the Furnaces, Solanas and Getino, Argentina,
1968) and Yawar Mallku (Blood of the Condor, Sanjinés, Bolivia, 1968). A film
publication from the region would logically offer a good perspective on these films
as they were being produced.
Hablemos de cine only discussed one Latin American filmmaker during its
first thirty-three issues: Peruvian Armando Robles Godoy, who released his first
film, Ganarás el pan (You Will Earn the Bread), in 1965. During the beginning of
its publication run, the journal placed its emphasis on Hollywood and European
productions shown at cine-clubs across Lima. The absence of any information on
Latin American films within its pages is indicative of how films did not travel across
borders within Latin America rather than the historical absence or paucity of these
films elsewhere. The only films from the region that appeared on Peruvian screens
were primarily Mexican and Argentine popular comedies or melodramas—which
the journal universally discounted as “Latin American subcinema.”1
All this changed in 1967, when several of the journal’s editors traveled to the
film festival held in Viña del Mar, Chile. Within the historical context of the region’s
cinema, that year’s festival is now seen as a key moment: filmmakers and critics from
around the continent shared their experiences and their work, exposing common
cinematic traits throughout the region that would eventually define what was to be
known as the “New Latin American Cinema.”2 The Peruvian response to this encounter, however, was unique and had serious repercussions for the journal in particular and its connections with concepts of national cinema both at home and abroad.

solidarity: Viña del Mar, 1967
The invitation from Viña del Mar festival organizer Aldo Francia allowed two
of the founding editors of Hablemos de cine, Isaac León Frías and Federico de
Cárdenas, to join their Chilean correspondent, Mariano Silva, in Viña del Mar
in early March 1967. This marked the first film festival abroad that the journal
would cover using Peruvian reporters. Up until this point, the journal had relied
almost entirely on Spanish colleagues from Film Ideal such as Jesús Martínez
León, Augusto M. Torres, and Vicente Molina Foix for reports on the major
European festivals at Cannes and Venice, as well as local festivals at San Sebastián and Valladolid. Silva had also chronicled his experiences at Mar de la Plata,
Argentina, a year earlier, and Peruvian cine-club organizer Andrés Ruszkowski
detailed his experiences at the Rio de Janeiro festival early in 1965.3 Neither León
nor de Cárdenas, however, had had the opportunity themselves to report on a
festival that went beyond Peruvian short films.4
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Considering there were no articles in previous issues of the journal announcing either the upcoming festival itself or the editors’ plans to attend, it is unclear
whether Hablemos de cine knew the impact the festival would have. The festival
had certainly not been seen as significant before 1967.5 Started by the Cine-club
de Viña del Mar in 1963, the first three events were mostly showcases for the
small Chilean film scene. All three of the festivals were nevertheless billed as
international events and awarded prizes to several non-Chilean films. The fourth
festival in 1966, however, focused exclusively on Chilean filmmaking in an unsuccessful attempt to prove both the interest and the need for a film law to stimulate a national industry. The announcement that organizers for the fifth festival
were broadening the scope to include Latin America in 1967, however, might have
interested Hablemos de cine.
The other objective — and a major draw for the international participants — was the opportunity to show films made throughout the continent in
a single location. In 1967, the stranglehold of the North American “majors”
over distribution and exhibition throughout the region was a reality shared by
all of the filmmakers.6 Only in the small cine-clubs was it possible to watch nonHollywood cinema, but even these outlets did not necessarily have access to other
Latin American films. The Spanish correspondents for Hablemos de cine had
reported on some Latin American films viewed in Europe at festivals such as
Cannes, France, or Pesaro, Italy, the latter venue being an early supporter of new
cinema. The festival at Viña del Mar, however, provided a space for the screening
of several short- and medium-length films for the first time in Latin America of
only Latin American productions. The festival allowed a considerable range of
styles from emerging directors to be viewed by their international peers for the
first time. As a specific example, much had been written at the time in international film periodicals about the bursting onto the scene of the Brazilian Cinema
Nôvo, yet none of these films had crossed Peruvian borders. With no organized
network among filmmakers or independent exhibitors within the continent, there
was little communication among countries to know that films were even being
made, much less how they could be distributed.
Hablemos de cine’s coverage of the Viña del Mar film festival of 1967 is the
primary focus of volume 34 (March–April 1967), starting with the front cover
(fig. 9) featuring a still from the festival-winning film, Manuela (Cuba, Humberto
Solás, 1966). The breakdown of the individual film’s ratings by reviewer provided
at the end of the main article indicate that at least three other film journals sent
representatives who attended the festival: Cine cubano and two Chilean publica-
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figure 9: Cover of Hablemos de cine 34 (March–April 1967). Courtesy of the filmoteca
PuCP Hablemos de cine Archive.
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tions, Ercilla and CEP. Yet Hablemos de cine provided the most in-depth coverage
and analysis of the event. As if to acknowledge this exceptional coverage festival
organizer Aldo Francia selected Hablemos de cine’s printed account of the 1967
festival as the primary summary in his history of the festival published in 1990.
This selection was a breakthrough for the journal in expanding its scope beyond
national borders. However, even as Hablemos de cine became a more “regional”
publication with its coverage of the festival, it did so by exposing many aspects of
the film experience within Peru.
The festival featured films from nine countries. The great majority arrived
from Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, with three films coming from Cuba, two each
from Uruguay and Venezuela, and a single representative film from Bolivia, Mexico, and Peru. The introduction to the journal’s report on the festival by de Cárdenas and León included a paragraph comparing the different national cinemas and
their respective states of progress. Note particularly the placement of the Peruvian
cinema within this spectrum of cinematic achievement:
It has been our great fortune to see how the films’ technical and narrative
qualities differ from country to country. On the one hand, a vigorous cinema, technically and artistically vibrant, like the Brazilian; another important
cinema, the Cuban; an industry that is currently undergoing a moment of
crisis but remains active, the Argentine; finally, the most solid film industry
in Spanish America, although perhaps, due to its commercialization, without
the same expressive level as those from Brazil or Cuba: the Mexican. On the
other hand, the remaining countries. Some like Chile, Venezuela, Uruguay,
and Bolivia with a short history (or, better said, a prehistory) but likely to
advance soon. Others, like ours, in an infant state. There was no news of the
rest of the countries, particularly from Central America.7
Along this continuum of cinematic development, the Peruvian cinematic example
is placed dead last, seen as being in an “infant state,” not far enough along to
represent even a “prehistory.” This pronouncement was not entirely true: the Peruvian cinematic tradition from the silent period through the early sound period
had produced a number of films, ending with the short-lived success of Amauta
Films in the late 1930s.8 For the young men writing for Hablemos de cine, however, these films were far removed from current filmmaking practices. With scant
few productions in recent history — and all of them isolated endeavors — any significant example of significant Peruvian filmmaking had been forgotten by 1967;
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thus the journal could not attest to a “national cinematic history.”9 Then again,
this attitude was endemic among other Latin American cineastes who chose to
indicate a break with their cinematic histories (which they found derivative of
Hollywood and European ideals) by referring to their own films as “new cinema.”
The “New Latin American Cinema” that emerged would seem to have developed
without any prehistory at all; even Zuzana Pick’s excellent, detailed examination
of the “movement” begins in the mid-1960s, avoiding any discussion of film traditions prior to this time.10
Hablemos published reviews of all the films shown in competition at Viña
del Mar, conspicuously organizing the reviews by country. Laudatory remarks
were bestowed upon the Cuban films as well as upon most of the Brazilian and
Argentine shorts. Most interesting, however, were the remarks made about some
of the “lesser” cinemas. De Cárdenas’s notes on the Chilean entries, for example,
indicated that although the “level of production as a whole is still below the
minimum technical and professional proficiency that the Argentine and Brazilian
industries already possess . . . [the industry] continues on a clear path that, we
don’t doubt, will soon be fruitful.”11 With historical hindsight, the Chilean short
films shown at the Viña del Mar Festival in 1967 serve as some of the first cinematic examples made by Chilean filmmakers who soon were to play major roles
in the national cultural climate with the rise of Salvador Allende and the Unidad
Popular government. Reviewed in this article were short films by Rafael Sánchez,
Miguel Littín, Patricio Guzmán, Pedro Chaskel, Helvio Soto, Jorge Di Lauro, and
Nieves Yankovic. (Two additional filmmakers were omitted, Fernando Balmaceda
and Augustín Squella.) Under the Allende government, Soto became head of the
government-run television station, and Littín was named director of Chile Films.
Many of these directors would receive international attention when exiled in
1973 with the fall of the Allende government.12 From the contemporary Peruvian
critical perspective, however, this display demonstrated the active, preliminary
stirrings of an industry, but nothing particularly notable.
The Chilean films were directly compared with the sole Peruvian entry in the
festival competition, Jorge Volkert’s Forjadores de mañana (Tomorrow’s Forgers). The editors of Hablemos de cine were already familiar with this film as two
years earlier it had won second prize in the short-film contest sponsored by the
journal.13 At that time the journal had offered a relatively positive review:
We liked the film, and the jury was right to award it second place. This
documentary’s use of montage can be contrasted with [Manuel] Chambi’s
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[ Estampas del Carnaval de Kanas, the competition winner].14 They are two
different types of films each of which should be judged on its own merits, that
is, in accordance with what appears on the screen. Volkert uses skillful editing to create an excellent cinematographic rhythm, firm and sustained. The
same goes for the film’s soundtrack, based on toccatas, fugues, and partitas
by Johann Sebastian Bach, which is perfectly coherent and accompanies the
images logically. On the other hand, some of the questionably skewed frame
compositions might have been avoided. The weakest point of the film is
the grandiloquent, falsely poetic narration, which serves only to highlight
how such strong imagery does not need such support. [Nevertheless,] Forjadores de mañana does what the director has set out to do and, as such,
deserves to be exhibited commercially in our theaters.15
An amicable interview with Volkert was also published in the same issue. The
goodwill demonstrated in both the review and the interview might stem from the
fact that, as the introduction stated, Volkert was “more than a stranger, but rather
a friend of Hablemos de cine,” again reinforcing the close connection between
critics and filmmakers in the early stages of developing a cinematic climate in
Peru.16 The staff also admitted that there were very few “good” films shown at
the festival, so that it was relatively easy for both the judges and the editorial staff
to agree on the winners.
Viewed again at Viña del Mar and now compared with the other films from
across the continent, Forjadores de mañana was a major embarrassment. Given
high praise in the first commentary in 1965, the film now received a numerical
assessment of 1 (out of 5) from both León and de Cárdenas, a 2 from Cinemateca
Universitaria Peruana director Reynel, and a 0 from Chilean Hablemos correspondent Silva as well as the rest of the international critics attending the event.17 The
reevaluation of Forjadores de mañana subscribed to the journal’s commitment
to review films within their contemporary contexts as opposed to merely reprinting the reviews previously published (though it chose to refer the reader to the
earlier review for specific information about the film). The discussion of the film
is at the end of the article and its last two sentences are particularly damning:
Finally Peru, with Jorge Volkert’s Forjadores de mañana. This film was reviewed in issue 12 of Hablemos de cine. It was out of place in the festival and
very badly received. It concerns a film commissioned by the Universidad de
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Ingienería with a stupidly patriotic script. We don’t doubt that if it had been
screened without its soundtrack, at least it would have passed unnoticed.
It is neither better nor worse than the Chilean films, for example. But this
serves as a call for Peruvian cinema to forget such ingenuousness if we are to
somehow move forward.18
Nothing had changed about Volkert’s film in the two years since its viewing at the
16mm Festival in Lima, yet viewing it within the context of many other more ambitious and explicitly oppositional politically cinematic projects radically altered
the perception of the film. Extremely poor production values, narrative structure,
and cinematographic techniques, combined with an over nationalist theme, resulted in an unfavorable representation of national cinema. Other publications
blamed the festival selection committee for admitting this film in the first place,19
but the Peruvians took this reception to the film as a slight to national cinematic
pride.
Perhaps as important as the films that were screened was a landmark meeting held between the various cineastes to present the state of the Latin American
cinematic climate from their own national perspectives. Each of the seven delegations20 was composed of a diverse mixture of filmmakers, critics, cine-club directors, and producers. As active participants in this meeting, de Cárdenas and León
outlined the highlights of the encounter, which dealt “primarily with the problems of production and, above all, distribution of independent Latin American
cinema,” as well as the goals articulated for a “Center for New Latin American
Cinema”:
[The Center] will bring together the movements of new independent filmmaking from every country in Latin America. . . . It will [also] take on the
task of cataloging a complete list of New Latin American films as well as
initiating studies of markets to organize adequate distribution of films. In
addition, [the Center] will promote the constant interchange of productions
and filmmaker experiences. Finally, it will develop ways to allow for the recognition of Latin American cinema, as much in countries of this continent
as well as in Europe.21
The 1967 Viña del Mar festival has been acknowledged throughout the literature on the New Latin American Cinema as having played a tremendous part
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in uniting the filmmakers by revealing their shared causes and interests. Before
relationships between filmmakers and distributors could be established, however,
the actual films (particularly features) had yet to be made.

Hablemos de cine and the New Latin American Cinema
The experience at Viña del Mar profoundly altered the perspective of Hablemos
de cine. Though the publication of the article on Viña ‘67 put them at the forefront of the new movement as active participants, it also exposed how little they
knew about the rest of the region, as well as how embarrassingly little Peru appeared able to contribute at the time in the way of filmmaking. Peruvian film
historian Ricardo Bedoya provides an appropriate metaphor for this radical shift
of the journal’s focus: “Hablemos seemed to lose its virginity and the spiritualism
of its early Bazinian affirmations to make way for the polemics and discussions of
Cinema Nôvo, the militant Argentine cinema, and the appreciation of the fervor
stimulated by the Cuban documentaries.”22 The journal recognized that the cinematic revolution that was taking place throughout the continent would quickly
leave Peru behind if something were not done locally to actively stimulate an
industry.
Inspired by the accomplishments of the festival, Hablemos de cine opened
the following issue (vol. 35, May–June 1967) with a striking editorial, “Concerning Latin American Cinema,” where the editors noted that, if only “at the
journalistic level” (al nivel periodístico), the lines of communication between
the Americas had been opened and that “we desire to continue, in the best possible way, to shed light on filmmaking in Latin America.” Nevertheless, the editors in Lima continued to be frustrated by their inability to collect information on
productions from abroad. In order to accomplish this, Hablemos de cine called
for a stronger and better-articulated link between new filmmaking and criticism:
We were so . . . ignorant about what was happening in Brazil or Argentina
that there was no other alternative than to wait for the right moment to
learn about it. That moment has arrived. Even so, any effort to keep the
information current is insufficient without the possibility of having more
direct contact with New Latin American films. A journal cannot stimulate
sufficient interest when curiosity is frustrated, when expectations are not
satisfied. But we will insist on writing about these films because we are convinced that Latin American film critics should commit themselves to the films
made — and those that will be made — in their own countries. We have been
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able to verify that this does not occur everywhere. Argentine criticism is
isolated, for example, with a tense compromise with the new cinema done
in that country. Something similar occurs in Brazil, where several critics feel
separated from the Cinema Nôvo movement. From now on, we will discuss
the New Cinema, now that a stance of solidarity with a stagnant cinema
cannot be justified.23
This perspective, however, did not negate the writers’ status as “critics” by
proposing unequivocal support for any and all Peruvian films produced. The best
thing they could do as critics would be to maintain high standards in evaluating
their own cinema, not to espouse a “blind or unconditional justification of everything that is produced.” Rather, Hablemos de cine wished to “share as much in
the accomplishments of the industry as it did the errors.”24 The journal wanted
to note the change from its previous indifference toward national or regional
product, going so far as to reprimand other Peruvian periodicals for not having
attended Viña del Mar: “We truly lament . . . that at a festival as important as
Viña del Mar, far fewer Latin American critics attended than at the press junket
that Twentieth Century–Fox held in Lima just a few weeks ago. It is still not too
late to correct such errors.”25 This reference to other critics demonstrates the
maverick historical and ideological positioning of the staff of Hablemos de cine
within local Peruvian criticism. Previously seen by others within the cultural elite
as the “chicos” [boys] who tended to “waste their time with film,” the editors
now stood apart from other critics by boldly embracing a new regional cinema
that questioned the hegemonically dominant aesthetic and narrative techniques
of Hollywood cinema, daring to move away from solely examining European and
American films.
Hablemos de cine’s presence at Viña del Mar in 1967 yielded valuable direct contacts between the Peruvians and other international filmmakers. A great
number of interviews were acquired quickly over the course of the festival, to be
disseminated throughout the course of several issues. The articles following the
festivals in Viña del Mar in 1967, Mérida in 1968, and Rio de Janeiro in 1969
allowed the journal to publish some of the first contemporary accounts on the
continent of the New Latin American Cinema, offering a unique perspective on
many of the Latin American directors who gained international acclaim during
this period. Articles by the Spanish correspondents, who contributed interviews
with prominent members of the Latin American literary “boom” and their interest in the movies, supplemented these pieces.26 Antonio González Norris’s inter-
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view with Argentine director Fernando Solanas at Mérida — published the same
month in Peru as a similar interview with Michel Delahaye, Pierre Kast, and Jean
Narboni in Cahiers du cinéma in France — offers a good example of the kind of
interviews the journal was now able to procure. Over the next few years as the
first part of La hora de los hornos gained notoriety throughout Europe and among
readers of the leftist film journals of the United States (fig. 10), Solanas was repeatedly interviewed and asked to discuss the politics behind Cine Liberación and
the making of this aesthetically daring film. González stated nearly as much at the
beginning of his article: “Praised by many and criticized by others, the extensive
reports and commentaries on the film from critical journals from many different
geographical areas remain prominent.”27 Despite the grand acclaim Solanas had
already received at the Pesaro Film Festival in 1968, Latin American audiences had
yet to experience the raw power of the film.28 Considering the paucity of “New
Latin American” films that made it into theaters in Lima, readers probably associated any film coming from Argentina with Manuel Antín’s 1965 co-production
Intimidad de los parques (Intimacy of the Parks), which was cited as being too
“literary” and a “bad copy” of the worst of auteurist European cinema. González
therefore noted the difference between Solanas’s film and the Argentine cinema
most Peruvians were familiar with: “For the Peruvian cinephile, it is probably
difficult to imagine what [the film] is like and, given the current circumstances, it
is improbable that it will come [to Peru].”29 Though the first part of La hora de
los hornos was screened early in the festival, the tone of the interview seems to
indicate that González had not viewed it before interviewing Solanas. Intentional
or not, his questions mimicked the Peruvian — or other Latin American — reader
who certainly could not have viewed the film. The first four questions concerned
general conceptual issues of the film and its structure: for example, “From what
I know, La hora de los hornos comes from a new or different conception of what
cinema means, of its usefulness and necessity. How much of this is true?” Solanas
offered lengthy responses to each question that mirrored other early writings,
including his famous polemical essay “Toward a Third Cinema.”30
Within many of his responses, however, some details concerning the actual
production of the film also emerged:
The most interesting — and the most difficult — thing for us to do was to
break with the structural, stylistic and linguistic dependence that we had on
European cinema in general. . . . For us, the film’s author-protagonists, cinema was an instrument through which we would also clarify our ideas. And
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figure 10: Cover of Hablemos de cine 43–44 (september–december 1968). rather than a
publicity still, the image here shows the exhibition space for La hora de los hornos (Argentina, solanas/getino, 1968) at the Mérida film festival. Courtesy of the filmoteca PuCP
Hablemos de cine Archive.
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that is how the film was written, constructed and filmed — all at the same
time — starting with the original premise. We were developing the work this
way to such a point that the editing was modified six or seven times, the narrative structures dozens of times, the script kept getting deeper, etc. And as we
filmed, we studied, we debated, we read, etc. We made notes on film as if the
film was a notebook and the camera was a pen. Many times, we even filmed
scenes that we didn’t know where we were going to put them, but we knew
they expressed desired themes or situations.31
Compare this account with the French published interview with the same
director. Whereas Hablemos de cine was interested in the actual production process (particularly as the Peruvian situation was very similar to the Argentine in
terms of access to raw materials), Cahiers du cinéma exclusively pursued the more
theoretical aesthetic concept of “militant cinema.” In his article and accompanying interview of Solanas, Louis Marcorelles shows how the French were affected
by this film: “In the cinema, there is a revolution: we cannot remain neutral, we
are compelled to react.”32 His questions, while also directed toward the genesis
of the film, attempt to connect the Argentine project to other cinemas from Latin
America, insisting on the similarity to the Brazilian Cinema Nôvo: “It is the same
concern the Brazilians have. . . . Cinema Nôvo has created an absolutely autonomous cinema concerning the cultural landscape, independent of European models.”33 For the French, La hora de los hornos was particularly important because
of its success at using a politically militant filmmaking aesthetics to accompany
its radical ideology.
For the Latin Americans, however, the European accolades proved this type
of cinema was a model that could attract international attention. Because Peruvian cinema was still in a nascent stage and national filmmakers might want to
consider this model, González questioned Solanas about his experiences prior
to making this film, providing a narrative on Latin American filmmaking unlike
those published in the European journals. As such, the tone of Solanas’s responses
reflects a sentiment of camaraderie, from one Latin American to another:
[A.G.N.:] Before La hora de los hornos, we knew nothing about your work.
Could you tell us a little about this?
[F.S.:] I am self-taught. I had wanted to make films since I was thirteen or
fourteen years old but I was very inhibited by the film journals, by the grand
communities, by books about cinema. They spoke of geniuses, of monsters,
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of untouchable things. Above all, we have to demystify and humanize things.
In 8mm, stupendous things can be accomplished and in 16mm, superb
things. . . . In film . . . there is also the problem of dependency, of believing
that what is abroad is always better. To learn film, one necessarily needed to
study abroad. In my twenty years, I lamented not having a few more pesos
to go study in Paris or Italy because, for me, a great film was one that has a
little bit of the sense and language of those great masters.34
Solanas continued by relating his formative experiences attending a great number
of movies, directing for the theater, and advertising and acting in movies before actually attempting to create his own film. In the end, “it took us almost
three years to make the film and, although we still have to make the third part,35
we believe that La hora de los hornos shows that revolutionary cinema is possible
and that there are no excuses for not making politically committed cinema, even
though the methods are more precarious.”36
Though these two interviews are similar in many aspects, the different foci
are primarily due to the different audiences for which each one was writing. Both
publications demonstrated interest in the New Latin American Cinema but had
different agendas for doing so. The French were more attracted to the militant
aesthetics that echoed on the screen what the Europeans were exhibiting in the
public forum following May 1968. The shock upon seeing such political cinema
in Pesaro was a call to arms for the European critics: in spontaneous ecstasy, the
European viewers carried Solanas through the streets.37 Solanas’s film, in fact,
would provide a basis for Pascal Bonitzer’s seminal article “Film/Politique” in
1970 and arguably might be the first time Cahiers looked beyond Brazil to the
new films from Latin America. During the mid-1970s, Cahiers would also develop
a considerable interest in the Bolivian director Jorge Sanjinés and particularly the
Chilean exiled filmmakers such as Helvio Soto and Miguel Littín. It is significant
that this kind of adulation came from the Europeans, including the French. As
Solanas himself stated to González, the film benefited from following a period
of intense political unrest throughout Europe: “Of course, it was very important
that the climate within the festival matched the student fervor that came down
from France and Germany and was already reverberating in Italy.”38 The Cahiers
article therefore appears almost as an explanation of why such laudation was so
richly deserved.
That the film premiered in Pesaro before Mérida is purely coincidental.
Nevertheless, the European acceptance validated the film for the Peruvian — and
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arguably, the wider Latin American — reading audience. For Solanas, the Pesaro
festival “was an enormous experience because it was the first time I had contact
with Brazilian and Cuban directors.”39 The occurrences at Pesaro in 1968 constituted the first major recognition of Latin America outside the region following
the Viña del Mar festival. If Viña del Mar brought together filmmakers and critics
from around Latin America to showcase the similarities of their situations, the
first success following that encounter created a positive synergy that indicated
other regional productions might also find such international acceptance. In a
way, the European festival validated the entire regional “movement.” For the
local audience, Solanas came across in this article as virtually one of their own:
a struggling filmmaker from outside the dominant cinema production machine
who spoke Spanish and whose country was experiencing familiar political jostling. González’s question even seemed to contain a tone of camaraderie: “What
can you tell us about the experience with your film’s screening at Pesaro?”40
González’s reference to “us” despite the presence of only one interviewer can
refer to Hablemos de cine, Peruvians, or the journal’s now multinational reading
public. The questions concerning the filmmaker’s origins are clearly intended to
stimulate a sense of Latin American solidarity with other Latin American filmmakers in similar situations.

detachment: Viña del Mar 1969
For the remainder of the journal’s publication run over the next fifteen years,
Hablemos de cine published an article about Latin American cinema in nearly
every issue, apart from all the articles about Peruvian cinema. In some cases,
they examined a particular national cinema; in others, staff members interviewed
key figures within particular national movements, or reviewed a series of films
that had come to Lima as part of a national cinema retrospective. At the beginning, articles were written to introduce and explore the current trends in other
national cinemas. The first two explored, Cuba (vol. 34) and Brazil (vol. 35, 36,
and 37), were vanguard industries that had a major presence at both the festival
in 1967 and in the international film scene. By publishing considerable information about continental cinema, Hablemos de cine acquired a certain cachet as a
regional publication as much as a Peruvian one. Even though most of the films
discussed within its pages could not be seen in local theaters, the cine-club audiences that were the primary readership for the journal were still interested in what
was happening regionally.
The screening of La hora de los hornos at Mérida, Venezuela, in 1968,
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however, was one of several feature-length films that collectively altered the timbre of Latin American cinema. These films were geared toward a more militant
aesthetics, actively challenging through theme and the camera the predominant
filmmaking techniques of European and American cinema. The Mérida festival
announced a call to arms, to use “a camera like a gun” to combat what was seen
as neocolonialist filmmaking practices in Latin America.
Though more efficiently organized (Francia says in his history that the mistakes in funding and organization made in the first Latin American festival were
corrected for the second one), the Viña del Mar Film Festival of 1969 is primarily remembered today for solidifying more internationally the ideals of militant
cinema. Even the poster for the film festival features a camera pointed directly
out from the poster: though it is definitely a 16mm camera, it also strikingly
resembles a pistol and a viewer looking at the poster would have to confront
the “barrel” of the camera. This interpretation, however, was appropriate given
the films screened, which included several significant Cuban films commemorating ten years of the Revolution, such as Tomás Gutiérrez Alea’s Memorias del
subdesarrollo (Memories of Underdevelopment, 1968) and Humberto Solás’s
Lucía (1968); Bolivian filmmaker Jorge Sanjinés’s first major feature-length films
Ukamau (That’s the Way It Is, 1966) and Yawar Mallku (Blood of the Condor,
1969); Uruguayan Mario Handler’s Liber Arce (1969); several major Brazilian
features, such as Glauber Rocha’s O dragao da maldade contra o santo guerreiro
(Antônio-das-Mortes, 1969) and Walter Lima’s Brasil ano 2000 (Brazil, Year 2000,
1969); and a centerpiece screening of Solanas and Getino’s complete three-part
version of La hora de los hornos, which lasted four and a half hours. Though
all of these films were fiercely nationalistic in expressing the situations within
their own countries, a similar rejection of traditional filmmaking qualities and
values — whether deliberate or simply because such equipment was painfully hard
to come by throughout the region — permeated nearly all of these productions.
As if to reinforce this way of thinking, participants elected Cuban documentarian
Santiago Álvarez to preside over the Latin American filmmakers meeting and Che
Guevara was named (in absentia) honorary president.
Bolstered by a large contingency of forty students from the Santa Fé film
school, the Argentine presence and the ideas of Cine Liberación dominated much
of the proceedings, particularly during the forums held among the filmmakers.
Many left the festival even more firmly convinced of the benefits of militant cinema. For example, on the plane ride returning from the festival to Lima, Isaac
León chatted with Colombian critic and filmmaker Carlos Álvarez, who had
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presented his short film Asalto (Assault, 1969). In the published interview that
followed, Álvarez reaffirmed what he considered to be the only viable form of
cinema:
I believe that the only possibilities for coherent Latin American filmmaking
that can appropriately work against the dominant distribution system are the
films being made by our comrades Mario Handler, the Venezuelans, and the
[Argentine] group Cine Liberación. Their films are characterized by the use
of 16mm film stock, very low budgets, and distribution in relatively small,
marginalized circuits distanced from the commercial system.41
Though Hablemos de cine presented Álvarez as the first Colombian filmmaker
the journal had ever interviewed, he was not necessarily representative of national
filmmaking in that country in general. Later encounters with other filmmakers, in
fact, countered Álvarez’s perception. Nevertheless, his position mirrored that of
many filmmakers coming out of the festival, strengthened in their quest to break
with dominant cinema.
A vocal minority, however, found the discussions at Viña del Mar 1969 to
be frustrating owing to the decreased attention to film in favor of politics. One
of the more celebrated directors of the festival, Raúl Ruiz, caused a major stir
by articulating significant early dissent from the host delegation, Chile. At the
1967 festival, though Chile had showcased all of its talent through a variety
of short films, the effort still had not revealed a significant film presence. This
changed by 1969 when five local features were screened at the festival, three of
them having made a significant impression: festival director Francia’s Valparaiso,
mi amor (Valparaiso, My Love, 1968); Miguel Littín’s El chacal de Nahueltoro
(The Jackal of Nahueltoro, 1968); and Ruiz’s Tres tigres tristes (Three Sad Tigers, 1969), which had won a prize at the Locarno film festival and thus gave
both the film and filmmaker a relatively high profile.42 Upset and unnerved by
the continuous emphasis on militancy with little regard for cinema in early discussions of the festival, Ruiz’s speech, though quietly expressed, disrupted early
proceedings:
My voice does not project well, as is true for 80 percent of Chileans. The
declamatory, vague, and parliamentary manner in which things are being
discussed goes against the way of being Chilean. We talk about things in a
different way. Here, common ideas about imperialism and culture that can
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be read in any magazine are being repeated. Now Fernando Solanas comes to
show us La hora de los hornos, which we all saw last night. We’re going off
to the side now to talk about film. Those of you who wish to want to do the
same can join us. Oh, and we also don’t like your joking with us concerning
Che Guevara [ tampoco nos gusta que nos tomen ‘pa’l fideo’ al Che Guevara].
That is the same as the Spanish who place a statue of San Juan Bosco on the
table at all their meetings on film.43
The Chilean disturbance was marked with a very nationalist tone — particularly
in Ruiz’s use of the Chilean expression “tomar para el fideo,” meant to mean “to
poke fun at somebody” — at what was intended to be a pan-national encounter.44
The Chilean journal Ercilla noted that, while this incident was significant, the
filmmakers eventually returned and discussions stayed more focused on issues of
cinema. Ruiz’s concern nonetheless echoed that of the Peruvian critics and uses
virtually the same terminology as the name of the journal itself: “We’re going off
to the side now to talk about film“ (para hablar de cine).
Ruiz’s open dissatisfaction with the way events proceeded gives some indication about the direction Hablemos de cine would take. While the summation of
the festival events in volume 50–51 (November 1969–February 1970) does not
mention Ruiz’s reaction, the journal also did not unequivocally embrace the ideals
of the festival in the way it had in 1967. From both Francia’s and the journal’s accounts, there were no Peruvian films presented at this festival, but the conference
was attended by three members of the journal: editor-in-chief Isaac León; Antonio
González Norris, who had exclusively attended the Mérida festival; and Francisco
Lombardi, the publication’s newest and youngest member, who had just returned
from the Santa Fé (Argentina) film school and had not yet begun to make his own
films. The critics recognized the importance of a number of the festival entries
and generally gave positive reviews to these films while noting the impact of their
political valences. Lombardi’s review of La hora de los hornos, for example, while
noting that even at the festival only the “completely politicized aficionados” could
sit through the entire length of the film, extolled the virtues of the film as being
“truly new in that it does not underestimate its possible spectators . . . but rather
respects, if with some difficulty, their intelligence.”45 Of the numerous Cuban
films, González wrote, “Without a doubt, Cuban cinema, after ten years of revolution (and existence), has striven to succeed and has achieved its goals.”46 Only
with Sanjinés’s entries did the journal become critical of politics interfering too
much with the narrative. Lombardi’s review of Ukamau and Yawar Mallku pre-
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dicted a dubious future for the Bolivian director: “[Yawar Mallku] ends up as
demagogic as any American propaganda film as it is not supported with any
wisdom and completely leaves out any aesthetic achievement. . . . From this perspective, the future work of Sanjinés should be seriously questioned. Unfortunately, the political intentions that he pretends to possess are not even remotely
effective, cinematographically speaking.”47 The tone of uncertainty and disappointment with the events of the festival that can be identified in Ruiz’s speech was
also clearly articulated in the introductory remarks to the festival summary and
the accompanying essay “Latin American Cinema in the Hour of Truth,” both
written by Isaac León. While the introduction provided an overview of festival
activities and was generally favorable, León also pointed out how many issues
raised in 1967 that the Peruvians had felt were important were now being neglected in favor of a political mentality León described as “belligerent,” “radical,”
and “monopolizing.” The following passage from the introduction is quoted at
length to note both the extent of the frustrated expectations of the Peruvians as
well as the tentative language used in an attempt to simultaneously associate with
and obtain distance from the militant context:
It must be noted that on the level of theoretical debates, the results were quite
useful but completely left aside the important question of distribution and
circulation of Latin American films, themes that were covered in marginalized conversations. In addition, if the excitement and enthusiasm imparted
on most of the interventions justify the attention received, the primary insistence on direct and exclusively political cinema might be questioned (even if
all good cinema made in Latin America must be more or less political, even
if it doesn’t wish to be). We must take into account the concrete possibilities,
the specific situations, and even the individual formulations of each Latin
American director in his own context. Of course, this does not indicate any
ideological disagreement with the dominant political ideology in Viña, but
simply a more open form to calibrate the possibilities of our cinema in accordance with the realized experiences and the obtained results.48
If the experience at Viña del Mar ‘67 left the Peruvians embarrassed over their
position relative to the New Latin American Cinema, Viña ‘69 found them
equally confused about whether or not they should even be part of such a movement. On the one hand, they greatly admired most of the films they witnessed at
the festival, particularly when the films were measured against commercial Latin
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American cinema that catered to the lowest common denominators of comedy
and melodrama. The New Cinema was an exciting movement to be a part of;
nonetheless, like Raúl Ruiz, Hablemos de cine began to suspect that perhaps
the ideals of the New Cinema were a little too extreme to suit their particular
concerns.
León’s essay, which followed the summary, more explicitly delineated the
concerns of the journal with regard to the films and events witnessed at Viña ’69.
Once again, the ambivalent tone indicated an unwillingness to completely reject
the ideals of militant cinema. In assessing the roots of such cinema, however, León
alluded to why the Peruvians would have a harder time accepting this particular
mode of cinema:
We should note that while Cuban cinema, within the framework of a socialist
state, develops in consonance with the objectives and goals of the Revolutionary Government, Brazilian Cinema Nôvo grows in tension with a politically adverse structure, and the Argentine Grupo Liberación, in its own way,
is completely belligerent with the governing system of its own country. . . . In
the expressions that search for an authentically national way of being, the
individual cultural elements, tensions, and immense contradictions . . . open
up the most significant range of cinema in this part of the Third World.49
León proposed a logic in which militant cinema emerged either as a propagandistic vehicle for an already militant state or as a reaction to an oppressive governing entity. This dichotomy overlooks issues of political aesthetics as separate
from the political realities that have inspired them; even so, such an explanation
explains why Peruvian filmmaking — and its criticism, perhaps — were not really
committed to the same issues as the New Latin American Cinema.50 Whereas the
filmmakers in Bolivia, Brazil, and Argentina — and later, after the fall of Allende,
in exile from Chile — worked against their respective governments, in Peru, the
kinds of filmmakers who opposed the Velasco government in 1969 were not interested in militant aesthetics. The few features made in 1968–1969 were popular
comedies starring television personalities such as El embajador y yo (The Ambassador and I, Oscar Kantor). This film, as previously mentioned, was primarily
impressive for showcasing the cosmopolitan nature as well as the new infrastructure of Lima during the Belaúnde administration. Velasco’s government,
however, was outwardly more interested in the oppressed, native populations
of Peru, whose stories would have been more effectively communicated through
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the guerrilla filmmaking methods espoused by Cine Liberación. The military
government of Peru in the late 1960s and early 1970s already held a political
perspective somewhat similar to that of the militant filmmakers. The type of filmmaking that would work against that current political situation would have been
closer to a polished Hollywood-style production. The contemporary Peruvian
production situation therefore could not work in conjunction with revolutionary
filmmaking as it was being formulated to produce the types of films embraced
by the movement.
As we have seen in the introduction to the articles on Viña 1969, the journal
did not necessarily dislike or fail to recognize the value of these militant films.
Rather, much like some of the Chilean contingency at the festival, Hablemos de
cine called for a plurality of film techniques and possibilities: “We do not believe
that there is one single path. In principle, all valid forms will contribute to a
cultural and political sensibility.”51 León avoided approaching in the article how
Peru would fit into this vision of continental filmmaking. Statements such as this
should not be considered a manifesto so much as an attempt to work out reasonable parameters of the Latin American film scene within which the Peruvian
directors and critics could function. The political opposition that stimulated this
cinematic activity in Argentina, Bolivia, and Chile would not manifest itself in
Peru; in fact, it is under the Velasco military regime that the first significant law to
stimulate national cinema was passed in 1972. Ironically, because Peru was not
so politically unstable as its neighbors, neither its cinema nor its critics felt the
impulse to resort to militant aesthetic or thematic tactics.
Hablemos de cine’s write-ups of the later two festivals — Mérida in 1968,
Viña del Mar in 1969 — are not only significant in the material they write about,
but also in what they overlook: the Peruvian presence. The articles would have
the reader believe that, following the disastrous presentation of Forjadores de
mañana, no Peruvian films were sent or invited to these festivals, but such was
not the case. At both of the later festivals, Manuel Chambi and other members
of the Cuzco school attended and screened a number of short documentaries,
including Estampas del Carnaval de Kanas (Scenes from the Kanas Carnival), the
short-film festival winner from back in 1965.52 The eliding of a Peruvian presence
is significant and may have been caused by any number of reasons. For one, both
of the later festivals were dominated by the presence of feature-length films and
few short films (other than the Cuban ones) were mentioned in the summaries. As
shall be highlighted in the next chapter, Peruvian cinematic output at this point
was almost exclusively in the form of short films. The shorts screened at the fes-
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tival may have also been overlooked because they had already been seen by Peruvian audiences, but this is unlikely given the journal’s previous reexamination of
Forjadores de mañana following Viña del Mar 1967. The most probable — albeit
disturbing — revelation is that the journal ignored the other Peruvian films because they came from Cuzco. The journal’s staff had been particularly damning
toward the Cuzco school’s sophomore feature effort Jarawi (1966) and that film’s
box-office and critical failure led to no further filmmaking efforts from primary
director Manuel Chambi.53 As such, the editors likely viewed these older films
as attempts at Peruvian filmmaking that were no longer part of the vanguard
of Peruvian cinema. Lacking another presence or possibility for a more limeñooriented filmmaker, the journal continued what may be seen as its somewhat
racist tendency (characteristic of elite white society in Lima). While subtle at this
point in the journal’s publication trajectory, this racism would become more pronounced with the feature releases of limeño Francisco Lombarda and cusqueño
Federico García in the late 1970s.54
The stance articulated by Hablemos de cine marked the beginning of the
publication’s isolation from the rest of the region’s cinematic activities. Part of
this dissociation was due to the volatile nature of the political and cinematic
movements within Latin America. For example, though a third encounter of Latin
American filmmakers was planned for Viña del Mar, economics and politics resulted in the festival’s tentative move to Santiago and a postponement until 1973.
By the time work was under way to bring back the festival to Viña in December 1973, Augusto Pinochet had taken over the Chilean government, and the
festival eventually migrated permanently to Havana in 1979, where the major
Latin American film festival continues to exist.55 Thus, between 1969 and 1973,
no major encounter was held between filmmakers on Latin American soil — and
by then, many were exiled in Europe and were now meeting one another and
making films there, some of them permanently. Although Peruvian filmmakers
had started to flourish following the cinematic law of 1972, neither films nor
filmmakers traveled outside Peru. Even if they had, Peruvian filmmaking during
this period never truly reflected the aesthetic or thematic concerns embraced by
the more revolutionary — and thereby recognized — Latin American filmmakers
that achieved a certain international status. While Federico García’s work in the
early 1980s (such as Laulico, 1980, and El caso Huayanay, 1981) is reminiscent
of Sanjinés’s work, no Peruvian film was seen to have the politicized filmmaking
techniques or themes that characterized much of the New Latin American Cinema
until 1984’s Miss Universo en el Perú (Miss Universe in Peru, Grupo Chaski).56
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Latin American Cinema beyond the festivals:
responses to Cuban Cinema
Though Peruvian cinema itself was somewhat isolated from the goings-on in the
rest of the region, Hablemos de cine continued to be interested in Latin America.
Because Hablemos de cine remained in print nearly fifteen years following Viña
del Mar 1969, it had the unique opportunity to observe the progression of New
Latin American filmmaking over an extended period of time. The journal’s longevity allowed it to establish trajectories of various cinemas and revisit filmmakers
to compare situations over a period of time. Nearly every issue from March 1967
to the final issue in 1984 contained at least one important article discussing some
aspect of Latin American cinema. In addition to devoting space to the “major”
continental producers of Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, significant articles also
concentrated on Bolivia, Chile, Cuba, Colombia, Uruguay, and Venezuela; there
is even one small two-page article in volume 63 (1972) that proclaimed “Paraguayan Cinema exists!”57 The journal made its commitment to Latin American
cinema clear in the introductory comments to an interview with Cuban cineaste
Alfredo Guevara in volume 34 (March-April 1967):
Hablemos de cine begins here a section the long omission of which has concerned us greatly. We have always considered it a priority to report on filmmaking in our neighboring countries that — paradoxically — we know little to
nothing about. Only the opportunity to attend Viña del Mar and afterward
travel to Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil has allowed us to give this the full
attention it deserves. This section will be made up entirely of primary source
material: interviews, exclusive articles by our correspondents or from colleagues (usually the most respected critics in their individual countries), etc.
Our readers can therefore continually observe the singular and common concerns from cinema from the tumultuous continent to which we belong.58
Although Peru and its film culture developed differently from other Latin American
countries, the journal’s status as a significant regional publication grew, thanks to
the extended coverage of other cinemas in the region. The constant comparisons
with film situations at home also broadened the cinematic knowledge of readers
in Lima, who would be otherwise unaware of these regional trends.
Following the festival, Hablemos de cine paid significant attention to Cuban
cinema, the only Latin American cinematic tradition given more coverage in the
journal than the Peruvian. Reactions to Cuban cinema contrast with writings in
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another major Latin American film journal, Cine cubano.59 There are a number of
significant differences between the two journals, starting with funding. Whereas
Hablemos de cine was an independent publication almost entirely dependent
on subscriptions and sales of individual copies, Cine cubano was founded (and
funded) as the official publication of the ICAIC (Instituto Cubano de Artes e
Industrias Cinematográficas), itself an official cultural arm of the Cuban government. A sample issue — volume #103 from 1982, for example — includes statements by Gabriel García Márquez denouncing the judges at the Cannes film festival for not selecting the Cuban (and sole Latin American) entry Cecilia, directed
by Humberto Solás, for any prize; an interesting study of what Cuban audiences
actually like watching onscreen; and an essay defending the entire “New Latin
American Cinema” project as not being redundant, written by Ambrosio Fornet.60 This last piece in particular demonstrates the interdependence between the
motivation and ideals of the New Latin American Cinema and Cuban cinema in
particular; ensuring that the ideals of the continental project would not be lost
while maintaining the relevance of local, Cuban production.
Hablemos de cine chose to start with examining Cuban cinema primarily
because the short film Manuela won the top prize at the 1967 Viña del Mar festival. Following the festival notes and an interview with festival director Francia,
volume 34 continued with an interview with Alfredo Guevara, the president of
the ICAIC. Although fully aware of the impact and implications of the Cuban
Revolution itself, editors Isaac León and Federico de Cárdenas seemed ignorant
of more specific aspects of the ICAIC. Such unawareness was common in many
of these first explorations of Latin American cinema, which were investigatory in
nature, striving to learn about cinematic contexts with which the editors had no
previous contact. Their questions demonstrate a curiosity about Cuban cinema
before the Revolution to establish what basis there might have been for a historical trajectory, but Guevara dismisses any notion of pre-Castro national cinema.61
(This deprecation might be compared with Hablemos de cine’s constant referral
to the 1960s as the “beginning” of Peruvian national cinema, completely overlooking the efforts of Amauta Films and others in the late 1930s.) Guevara instead
spends a large portion of the interview talking about the contemporary state of
film and how the ICAIC and their films fit within the overall social and political
mechanism, both in terms of creating films as well as distributing them. Guevara
discusses the importance of El mégano (The Charcoal Worker, 1958), a short
documentary about a group of farmers who became coal miners: almost all the
major contemporary players within the Cuban industry were involved in making
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the film including future directors Julio García Espinosa, Tomás Gutiérrez Alea,
and Santiago Álvarez.
The journal published a more complex treatment of Cuban cinema at the
occasion of a retrospective screened in Lima in 1970, commemorating (a few
years late) the tenth anniversary of the Cuban Revolution. Hablemos de cine
devoted more than half of the contents of volume 54 (July–August 1970) to the
wide variety of films screened for the Peruvian public. The published retrospective featured different types of articles that were commonly used in the journal’s
examinations of other Latin American cinemas. Each film was reviewed by one
of the Peruvian staff members and was accompanied by either an interview or
an article by the filmmaker that was reprinted from another source. The reprints
were taken from other respected publications: in this case, Cine cubano (Alfredo
Guevara’s “Cuban Cinema at Age 10,” Tomás Gutiérrez Alea’s “Memories of
Underdevelopment: Working Notes,” Enrique Pineda Barnet’s “David: Method
or Attitude?”) and the Spanish journal Nuestro cine (Pablo Mariñez’s interview
with Humberto Solás). The remaining interviews were written by the Peruvian staff
members, conducted overseas during the previous year: while studying in Europe,
de Cárdenas had interviewed Jorge Fraga and Manuel Octavio Gómez in Pesaro,
Italy; León had interviewed Octavio Cortázar on a trip to Santiago, Chile.
The introduction reiterated the significance of the event for local Peruvian
audiences as well for the identity of the journal itself:
The recent display of Cuban cinema in Lima has cleared up the unknown,
satisfied curiosities, and filled the expectations of film aficionados, political
militants, and aficionado-militants in some way. . . . Made with a collective
sensibility, [Cuban cinema] has struggled and continues to struggle to find
a new public and to create a conscience that is both revolutionary and cinematic. To that end, as the Cuban filmmakers themselves say, film plays a
double role as an active participant in the process of transformation as well
as a reviewer of that process. Thus, the general popular perception of film has
changed as they discover many possibilities that cinema can offer, particularly as it documents the first historic stage, observing the most immediate
possibilities and resources.62
Note that in the above passage the emphasis is still on the cinematic, but now the
journal notes the connection between the cinematic and the political and that, at
least with the Cuban question, the two can coexist. As a whole, the journal found
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merit in virtually all of the films screened at the retrospective. Isaac León called
Humberto Solás’s monumental triptych Lucía (1968), which chronicles the life of
three women in three different periods of Cuban history, “the most expressively
ambitious Cuban film . . . for its longitude covering three storylines, for its attempt at different styles, and for its historical breadth.”63 Jorge Fraga’s historical
encounter La odisea del general José (General José’s Odyssey, 1968), which revisits the story of a revolutionary who fought in the jungle during the struggle for
independence from Spain in the 1890s, received lavish praise from Nelson García,
who said the film “successfully accomplishes its task [of vindicating the past as
part of the Revolution] with dignity and simplicity.”64 García also extolled the
virtues of the three short documentaries by Octavio Cortázar shown in Lima: Por
primera vez (For the First Time, 1967), about a community just being introduced
to cinema by the cine-móvil, or mobile cinemas; Acerca de un personaje que
unos llaman San Lázaro y otros llaman Babalú (Concerning a Person Some Call
St. Lazarus and Others Call Babalú, 1968), about a religious figure worshipped
both within the Cuban Catholic and the Afro-Cuban religious cultures; and Al sur
de Maniadero (To the South of Maniadero, 1969), recording a hunting expedition
for crocodiles meant for the national zoo. In his summary, García called Cortázar
“a filmmaker who renews and adapts himself with each successive film.”65
For different reasons, the more enlightening reviews were Juan Bullitta’s
opinionated reaction to all the Cuban films shown in the retrospective-revealed
in his review of Memorias del subdesarrollo-and Desiderio Blanco’s examination
of La primera carga al machete (The First Charge by Machete, Manuel Octavio
Gómez, 1969) and David (Enrique Pineda Barnet, 1967). As he was the elder
statesman, always well versed in international critical trends, Blanco’s relating
the use of mise-en-scène in two films to a larger context should come as little
surprise:
According to the latest theories espoused by Cahiers [du cinéma], this would
be a way of destroying the impression of reality produced by the nature of
the film image, impregnated with bourgeois ideology and an alienating force.
Nevertheless, we can see in David that this method accentuates the impression of reality of the world. . . . In La primera carga al machete, on the other
hand, some stylistic concerns emphasize the impression of reality, while others destroy it completely. . . . The incorporation of these novelties gives Cuba
a distinctive profile within Third World cinema, but has not managed to
bring it all together into a creative whole.66
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Blanco’s analysis of these two films acknowledged contemporary French criticism’s interest in the militant nature of stylistic elements in “new cinema.” For
Cahiers, the emphasis on larger political implications of the film medium began
with a shift of focus away from mainstream cinema, a shift announced as early as
1968.67 While he recognized their attempts to comprehend a universal aesthetics
of Third Cinema, Blanco’s criticism disagreed with the universality implied by
such theories, reflecting the journal’s overall sentiments following Viña del Mar
1969.
At the opposite end of the spectrum of reviews lay Juan Bulllitta’s assessment
of Memorias del subdesarrollo. Though it had not yet received the international
attention that would follow the U.S. government’s refusal to allow Gutiérrez Alea
to receive the National Society of Critics’ special prize in 1974, the film had already garnered substantial praise from its premiere at the Pesaro film festival in
1968; hence, its status as an important film merited the placement of its review
at the beginning of the journal’s section on Cuban film.68 As such, Bullitta’s comments were the first to be presented in the journal’s coverage of the retrospective. While none of the other individual reviews in the retrospective were overtly
negative, in order to praise Gutiérrez Alea’s film, Bullitta first examined what
he considered to be the several missteps in experimental filmmaking in Cuban
cinema. After postulating that “[u]rgency and participation would be the most
accurate words to characterize the efforts of the last ten years of Cuban cinema,”
he continued by criticizing what he considered the overblatant political nature of
the films’ aesthetics:
This urgency particularly denotes — or, better said, determines — a dangerous
accumulative character of various experimental forms, whose automatic and
precipitous appearance is obvious to even a minimally impartial observer.
This is exemplified in the stylistic diversity and treatment of an important
production such as Lucía, whose three successive explorations of women in
Cuban history do not begin to justify . . . the true meandering and stylistic
dabbling that . . . condemns the narrative to lose its unity, to depreciate its
overall merit by schematizing reality according to brilliant but questionable
ideals . . . and to make superficial the value of the experiments in and of
themselves by merely presenting them in rapid succession.69
Bullitta’s negative perspective (this is not the only time that Bullitta would vocally
proclaim himself in disagreement with the rest of the group) at the beginning
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established the mistaken impression that the journal was at odds with the Cuban
cinematic project; indeed, the remaining reviews were positive. Nonetheless, the
relationship between the Peruvian and Cuban ideals was fairly uneasy, even marked
by skepticism. Despite the leftist political climate of 1970 following the 1968
coup by General Alberto Velasco, the Cubans regarded the Peruvian journal with
some misgivings, perhaps because the Peruvians were not so firmly committed as
other cinematic publications to the ideals of militant “new” cinema.
Eleven years later, in July 1981, the recently formed Cinemateca de Lima
screened a series of films in conjunction with the Cuban embassy, providing another opportunity to discuss and compare that country’s cinema. The public reception of these films in Lima, however, was significantly cooler. The journal faulted
the Cinemateca for screening the films in two large movie theaters, the Bijou and
the Conquistador, when one of the smaller auditoriums used by other cine-clubs
might have been a better option. Though seven films were screened, the retrospective only takes up seven pages of volume 75 (May 1982), which amounts to less
than 10 percent of the total issue. (Compare this with more than thirty-five pages
used in volume 54.) None of the films screened were recently produced, most of
them being from five or seven years earlier: along with Gutiérrez Alea’s La última
cena (The Last Supper, 1976) and Los sobreviventes (The Survivors, 1979), the
retrospective screened Sergio Giral’s Rancheador (Rancher, 1977) and Maluala
(1979) along with Sara Gómez’s De cierta manera (One Way or Another, 1974)
and Pastor Vega’s Retrato de Teresa (Portrait of Teresa, 1979). León noted the
timing of the screening in Lima “coincided with a fallow period in Cuban cinema,
both in terms of volume and what could be called the accomplished results.”70
Elsewhere in the same issue, a surprisingly in-depth examination of Venezuelan cinema — including interviews with directors Roman Chalbaud, Carlos
Rebollado, Mauricio Wallerstein, and Uruguayan exile Mario Handler, who was
now working within the Venezuelan system — highlights the decreased attention
given to Cuban cinema. The marked difference in the reception of these films from
that of nearly a decade earlier, however, introduced bigger questions about the
continental project a whole: “Unlike the earlier retrospective [of Cuban cinema],
this one did not encounter the expected reception, which has had the effect of
putting the Cinemateca de Lima in serious [economic] debt. It also makes you
ask yourself whether the ‘boom’ of Latin American cinema is already over, and
whether Cuban cinema . . . no longer has the lure of the prohibited or the revolutionary aura that it had at another time.”71 For the first time, Hablemos de cine
seriously questioned the longevity of the New Cinema, a movement the journal
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had embraced (along with most other Latin American critics) upon its “discovery” in 1967. By this point, however, the movement was losing its vibrancy. With
a vested interest in communicating with their Latin American compatriots, the
Cubans seemed most attuned to the stylistic diversification called for by the Peruvians in order to interest audiences abroad. Unfortunately, the scant number of
films produced in Cuba in the early 1980s exposed signs of economic and artistic
stagnation within that country.
The issue also provided an interesting interview with Manuel Octavio Gómez,
who had also been interviewed by Hablemos de cine in 1970 in Pesaro. Though
he did not have a film presented at the retrospective, Gómez was accompanying
the films and granted an interview to Federico de Cárdenas and Isaac León in
Lima. His first interview concentrated on questions about his most recent film,
La primera carga al machete, but also provided considerable insight about how
Cuban filmmakers came into their own:
Before the triumph of the Revolution, I was part of a cine-club. It was a
minor group that was a subsidiary of a larger group: the “Nuestro Tiempo”
[Our Time] cine-club, associated with the Socialist Popular Party, the Cuban
Communist Party of the time. . . . Once the Revolution succeeded, a whole
group of the cine-club became part of the Ministry of Culture of the Rebel
Army, which organized activities such as mounting theatrical works, designing book covers, and making movies. That is how I became an assistant
director, making some of the first documentaries to be made in Cuba.72
In the “reencounter” twelve years later, while they still asked about his work, the
editors relied on Gómez for broader information about the current state of
the Cuban industry, beginning by asking how national cinema had changed in
the three years since they had last spoken with Cuban filmmaker Manuel Pérez.73
After Gómez listed the ICAIC projects in production at the time, the questions
turned to the industry in general. By this point, however, Peru had begun to develop its own slate of films and filmmakers and, while their success was achieved
in a completely different political and economic situation, the Peruvians’ questions compared the two industries. For example, in 1982 Peru was still producing
a great number of short films thanks to the Film Law of 1972. It was only natural
that they asked about the production of short fiction films in contemporary Cuba.
Gómez replied that, while newsreels were still being produced, “the fictional short
has been left behind. It’s strange, but it never really took off. There was a mo-
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ment when it was needed to promote new filmmakers . . . but then it seems that
the short had no outlet, not even on television.”74 Though this may have been
the case in Cuba, it was not so in Peru, where experiments with short fiction film
were limited, or in Colombia, whose more successful experience had already been
documented by the journal.75
The interview with Gómez concluded with two questions concerning how
the stature of Cuban cinema seemed to have declined considerably by the early
1980s. Gómez defends his position within the cinema, but also admits that the
traveling Cuban retrospective of ten years earlier was not even being organized at
home:
— Someone should do a retrospective of these last 20 years of Cuban
cinema . . .
— But it hasn’t even been done in Cuba. All the material is carefully under
lock and key, it’s not as if there is any danger that this cinematic history
will be lost. . . . Without a doubt, it would be interesting to make such a
retrospective. I think that there are films that age better and worse than
others. For example, Tomás Gutiérrez Alea’s Death of a Bureaucrat, which
has just played very well in the United States but when it was originally
released did not obtain the attention it deserved.
— In that sense, don’t you think that Cuban cinema resonates less vibrantly
during these last few years as compared with the 60s?
— No, I don’t think so. Cuban cinema has pushed forward and has made
some impressive accomplishments. It’s true that you can’t untangle the
problems that our cinema faces from the problems that our country has.
As such, the quality of production has gone down somewhat. What also
occurs — and it just has to be said — is that certain critics, slaves to fashion,
pay less and less attention to Cuban cinema, going so far as to bury their
previous engagement with it.76
This last line is somewhat barbed and possibly directed toward the hablemistas
themselves, who, as Latin American critics, had stepped back from their veneration of the Cuban paradigm. It is significant that, while Hablemos de cine covered a number of international film events in Europe throughout the late 1970s
and early 1980s, it chose not to publish any information about the burgeoning
Havana Film Festival, started in 1979 and quickly coming to international prominence over the course of the 1980s. The growing importance of the festival com-
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bined with an increasing number of international films shown on local screens
was a fantastic boon for Cuban cinematic culture; nonetheless, Cuban films from
this period had neither the intense revolutionary nature nor the comparably high
quality of their predecessors. Michael Chanan notes that the rest of the region’s
successful attempts at filmmaking assured that Cuban cinema “would be judged
in the direct and often highly challenging light of films coming from all over Latin
America.”77
Taking the three issues’ treatment of Cuban cinema as a trajectory, Hablemos
de cine’s coverage therefore fairly accurately represents the declining international
influence of and interest in Cuban cinema. Gómez’s last comments nevertheless highlight how Hablemos de cine may also have contributed to this decreased stature.
Emphasizing a newer trend coming forward from a minor national cinema — as
the emphasis on Venezuelan cinema in volume 75 may indicate — over the historically important yet dwindling Cuban cinema is precisely what Gómez criticizes in
his interview. In doing so, Hablemos de cine confirmed its own status as a major
arbiter of Latin American regional filmmaking, functioning as an international
barometer of reception during an important, fertile period.

